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ABSTRACT 
Given a C*-algebra acted upon by a group of automorphisms, we study 
quite general conditions which allow to deduce the main properties of 
asymptotically abelian systems, of interest in Quantum Statistical Mechanics. 
For von Neumann algebras, our conditions imply in particular the existence 
of a unique normal invariant projection onto the fixed points of the center. 
We also describe the interrelations between the main notions of asymptotic 
abelianness so far introduced. 
This paper originated in a remark of Professor R. V. Kadison about 
the somewhat chaotic state of the literature on asymptotically abelian 
systems. The latter developed indeed with generalizations in directions 
corresponding in part to different aims. As a result one is confronted 
with several notions of “asymptotic abelianness” leading to overlap- 
ping results (see references [I]-[7]; for further developments see 
[S]-[15]). We feel that it would be desirable to have a unified treatment 
of the basic theorems so far developed attempting to hierarchize and 
separate different notions, and which could serve as an introductory 
survey (for this reason we have included complete proofs of the main 
facts rather than referring to the papers where the techniques were 
first developed). 
Our treatment starts from a theorem of Kovacs and Sziics [26] 
(of which we give a simplified proof) describing an invariant projection 
map 0 under quite general conditions. The main results in this paper 
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are then obtained in Section 3, where we confer the map Q, and the 
map M introduced in [6] for G-abelian systems [4]. The case when @ 
and Mcoincide, realizes the main features of “asymptotic abelianness”; 
that situation is characterized by equivalent conditions, which could 
be considered as an abstract definition of asymptotic abelianness. One 
of them, as well as other definitions in this paper, is expressed as the 
vanishing of the “mean” of expectation values of commutators. This 
emphasizes the analogy to the physical feature that two local operators 
tend to commute when one of them is translated away. 
The previous discussion is presented for a von Neumann algebra, 
which, except for one generalization, is acted upon by a group of 
automorphisms induced by a group of unitaries; this because in the 
context of concrete C*-algebras such automorphisms automatically 
extend to the weak closures. This theory is used in Section 4 to give 
the well known equivalent characterizations of extremal invariant 
(= ergodic) states of C*-algebras, and under a more general setting 
in Section 5 to give a simple proof that the invariant states of a 
G-abelian system form a simplex. Finally in Section 6 we classify and 
separate with examples the main notions of asymptotic abelianness. 
Due to the fact that the ergodic theorem, lying behind much of the 
mathematics in this paper, is valid for semi-groups, it should be 
remarked that a great deal of the theory can be generalized to semi- 
groups of identity preserving isomorphisms of C*-algebras into 
themselves. This situation sometimes occurs for C*-algebras of local 
observables in quantum field theory, where some regions are invariant 
under translations in one direction. For simplicity we shall not 
elaborate on these ideas. 
1. A THEOREM OF Koviics AND Sztics 
Throughout this note we use the following notation: a* is a von 
Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space Z, g E G + U, a 
unitary representation of a group G on 2 such that U,aU;’ = a 
for all g E G. We write U, for the set of U, , g E G. We denote by 2 
the set of fixed points of the automorphisms of a induced by G i.e. 
93 = a n u;: ; by %Z the center of a; and by W the von Neumann 
algebra generated by a and U, i.e. W = {a v U,}“. E. denotes the 
projection onto the G-invariant vectors in 2 i.e. is the projection in 8 
with range {Q E Z : U&2 = Q for all g E G}. By the ergodic theorem 
([19] Section 144) E. E {conv Cl,}-, the strongly closed convex set 
* The lower-case German “a,” throughout this paper, is to be read as ‘%!I.” 
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generated by the U, . In particular E, E Ui, the von Neumann 
algebra generated by U, and, a fortiori E,, E 33’. F,, denotes the central 
support of E, in 9 i.e. the smallest projection in the center of &? such 
that F,, > E, . One has then F,, = [AYE,] = [(a’ U U,)“E,] = [a’&]. 
E, and F,, will play a central role in what follows. 
We will also use the following notion of mean on a general group G. 
Let g(G) be the C*-algebra of bounded complex functions on G with 
the usual operations and the supremum norm; let 8 be the subset of 
those elements f in g(G), such that the norm closed convex hulls 
of the left respectively right translates off both contain a constant 
function. Then that constant is unique and the same for both; we will 
denote it by A&‘( f ) = A{ f (g)} and call it the mean of the function 
f (5 fF [171, [IS]. 
In the sequel we will mainly use the following property of A [18] : 
the C*-subalgebra of a’(G) generated by the positive type functions is 
contained in b, and the restriction of A%’ to that subalgebra is a state, 
invariant under left and right translations; if g --f U, is a unitary 
representation of G in X, and v, # E X, then 
We can now state a basic result concerning G-invariant states of a, 
a restatement of a theorem of Kovacs and Sziics [16]. 
THEOREM 1. With the above notation assume F,, = I. Then there 
is a unique normal G-invariant projection map @ from a onto g. @ is 
positive and faithfuLl @(A), A E a, can be de$ned as the unique element 
of 93 n {conv{ U,AU;;l; g E G}}-; or else as the unique element of a 
such that @(A) E,, = E,,AE,; or else by the relation 
tag @W 4) = J-WV, ~,~mJm. (1) 
Moreover a normal linear form w on a is G-invariant if and only if 
w = (w IS?‘) o CD. If F, $; I the above results apply when a is replaced by 
FOaFO and B by S?FO . 
Proof. From the ergodic theorem ([19] Section 144) there is a net 
xi AieUgy in conv U, which converges strongly to E,, . Let A E a, then 
E&E,, = strong lim, C hguUg;AEo = strong lim, xi QU,;AU&~E,, . 
Let B E a be a weak limit point of the uniformly bounded set 
{xi hiuUg;A U$}, say the subnet xi At UdA UzB converges weakly 
1 A projection map onto 93 is a linear map such that 0(B) = I3 for all B E 8. A 
positive linear map is faithful whenever @(A) = 0 + A = 0 for all positive A. 
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to B. Then Cc XiB 7J& converges strongly to E, and therefore E,,AE,, = 
BE,, . Since F,, = 1, E,, is separating for a so that this relation deter- 
mines B within a. Let B = @(A); @ so defined is obviously linear, 
normal, and G-invariant. Since U,BU;‘E, = U,BE,, = U,E,AE,, = 
E,,AEo , B ~98. If B, E {conv{U,AU;l; g E G}}- n g then B,Eo = 
EoBIEo = E,,AEo , so B, = B = @(A). Note that @ is unique, 
positive and onto by construction, and faithful since E,, is separating. 
If on the other hand w is a normal G-invariant linear form of a, 
w(A) = lim, w(Ci h,“vg;AU$) = o(@(A)) thus w = (w 1 a’) 0 @. 
The last assertion relative to the case F,, # I follows by applying the 
previous results to the von Neumann algebra F,,aF,, acted 
upon by the unitaries UT,, (one checks immediately that FoaFo r\ 
(U,F,)’ = gF,,). 
We complete the proof noticing that the result can be more easily 
obtained using the operator mean defined in [7]; since [a’E,] = I, 
the functions g E G + (CJJ, U,AU;‘#), y, # E 3, A E a, are namely 
norm limits of linear combinations of positive type functions and thus 
we can take their mean to yield the operator @(A) on 2 as 
from which immediately follows that @ is a linear positive G-invariant 
projection map onto B satisfying @(A)E,, = E,,AE, , A E a. 
As a consequence of the proof we have 
COROLLARY 1. With the assumptions of Theorem 1 if& hia UBg 2 E0 
strongly we have @(A) = strong lim, xi QIJg;AU;$ for A E a. 
Indeed from the proof lim, 11(@(A) - xi hi”U,;AU$) Qj 11 = 0 for 
.Qj E E,Z, j = I,... K. Thus the same holds for vectors of the form 
xi AiQj , A; E a’. Since [a’E,,] = F,, = I and the net is uniformly 
bounded, the Corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 2. EoaE,, is a van Neumann algebra (coinciding with 
E&E0 and &YE, which is isomorphic to 9lF,,); the normal forms of E,,aE,, 
are order-isomorphic to the normal G-invariant forms of FoaFo . 
Proof. If F,, = I the first assertion follows from E,aEO = @(a)E,, = 
SIE, where 39E0 is a von Neumann algebra because E,, E ~8”; since 
E,, < F,, the same relation holds in general as obtained applying it 
first to F,,aFo . Since U,aU;’ = a finite sums of the form CT=, AjU, 
are strongly dense in W, thus E,,aEo is strongly dense in E&E, an d 
coincides with it being a von Neumann algebra. 
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To prove the second assertion consider the faithful normal positive 
map FoAF,, --+ E,,AE,, from F,aF, onto E,,aE,,; its transpose restricted 
to the normal forms of the von Neumann algebra EoaE,, yields an 
isomorphism of those forms into the normal G-invariant forms of 
F,aF, , which is in fact onto as follows from the last assertion in 
Theorem 1 and the fact that EoaEo = aE,, . 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is equivalent to a theorem of Kovdcs and 
Sziics [Id]. If A’ is a von Neumann algebra and g + 01~ is a representa- 
tion of the group G as automorphisms of A%‘, 4 is called G-j&e 
if there exists a family F of normal G-invariant states of ~$2 such 
that to each positive non zero A E A there is an w E 9 with w(A) f 0. 
The result of Kovics and Sziics follows from Theorem 1 by consider- 
ing the representation r of A? which is the direct sum of the represent- 
ations r, generated by the states w E 2F.2 Then 7~ is an isomorphism 
of A’ onto a von Neumann algebra a satisfying the conditions in 
Theorem 1. Conversely if we have a map @ with the properties in 
Theorem 1, A! is G-finite being separated by the set of normal 
G-invariant states {(w / 3) o @} w h ere w runs through the normal 
states of A%!. 
3. THE CASE WHEN EoaEo IS ABELIAN 
In this section we shall gradually impose stricter assumptions on the 
von Neumann algebra a in order to see the structure underlying the 
different concepts of asymptotic abelianness. The most general such 
condition requires that E,,aE,, is abelian, a circumstance studied by 
Lanford and Ruelle [a, and is equivalent to the fact that for all 
A, BEaand#EEJk 
Ja(glr, [ Up4 UP, Bl w = 0, (2) 
this being a trivial consequence of the fact that A!((v, U8x)} = 
(9, E,x) for all v, x E Z. We first construct a map of a onto the center 
of 92 (see [a). 
a We are referring here to the Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal construction: if w is a 
state of a C*-algebra a invariant under a group G of *-automorphisms of a, there is 
a *-representation ?r, of a and a unitary representation U, of G on a Hilbert space 
SP w, a vector Qw in .%$, cyclic for rr,,, and such that w. o n, = w, U,(g)wu(A)Q, 
= rm(g(A))SZ, for g E G, A E a; if o is a von Neumang algebra and o is normal, 
n,(a) is a von Neumann algebra [20] ([22], Chapter I, Section 4, Proposition 1). 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that EoaE,, is abelian and [aE,,] = I. Then there 
exists a unique normal G-invariant positive Linear map M of a onto 
93 n 99’ such that M(A)EO = E,AEO for all A in a. 
Proof. We first remark that in view of Corollary 2 E,aE, = 
E,@?E,, = 9YE,, = (W n 9”) E, g &?F,, g .B? n B?“, using the fact 
that the abelian von Neumann algebra E,,WE, equals its center 
(B! n $8’) E,, ([22], Corollaire p. 19), and that [aEO] = I, so that the 
map(.%? n 9’) E,, -+ 3 n W’ given by TE, -+ T is an isomorphism. 
Composing the map a -+ (W n 9’) E, by A -+ E,,AEo with this 
isomorphism we obtain the map M with the stated properties. 
Slightly stricter assumptions now yield that M practically coincides 
with the map @ of the previous section and that M projects onto the 
G-invariant elements in the center %? of a. 
LEMMA 2. Assume [aEO] = I and define M,,(A) = @(F&W,,) for 
A E a, where @ is the map of F,,aFo onto 58F0 constructed in Theorem 1. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) &‘((cJJ, [ U,AU;‘, B] #)) = 0 for all A, B E a and cp, Ifi E F,,.%. 
(ii) E,aE, is abelian and M(A) F0 = M,(A)(= M,,(A) FO) for all 
AE~. 
(iii) E,aE, is abelian and W n 99’ C a (OY g n ii%?!’ = V n I&). 
Proof. Note that (i) makes sense. In fact, since F, = [a’E,,] the 
set of functions on G of the form (4, [ U,AUil, B] $), A, B E a, 
# E F,,Z, are in the uniform closure of the functions of the form 
P([U~AU;~, B)) = (x, [U,AU;l, B] S’*S’x) with x E E,,&, A, B E a, 
S’ E a’. Since the latter are within the definition set d of the mean A? 
owing to 
(x, [UgAU,l, B] S’*S’x) = (x, AU;lBS’*S’x) - (x, S’*S’BUOAx), 
the former are also, and (i) makes sense by polarization. 
We notice for further use that since &Z is linear and of norm 1 on 
linear combinations of positive type functions, we have actually 
proved that (i) is equivalent to A!(p([U&lU;‘, B])) = 0 for all 
A, B E a and all states p of a which are dominated by w, for some unit 
vector x E E$? (i.e. there is a h > 0 such that p(A) < k+(A) for 
all positive A E a.) 
Now (i) is equivalent to 
(iv) aFO C a%,, 
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In fact, let A, B E a and 9, #I E FOP. Then by (l), and the construction 
of cli, 
since F, E Uh , and (i) o (iv). 
In order to show (i) 3 (ii) we first notice that (i) is stronger than (2), 
and thus implies that E,aE, is abelian. If A E a, then EoAE,, = 
M(A) E, = M,(A) E, with M,(A) = A’F,, , A’ E a’ because of (iv) 
and the equivalence between (i) and (iv). But M(A) E, = A’EO 
implies M(A) = A’, since E,, is separating for a’ due to its cyclicity 
under a. Thus M(A) F,, = A%,, = M,(A), and (ii) holds. Assume 
that (ii) is satisfied. Then since M(a) = $9 n 9’ and M,(a) = .9YF,, , 
(9 n 9”) FO = SF0 . Now, if T E JJ? n 9, we show that it commutes 
with every A’ E a’. In fact, by the preceding remarks TF,, E a, so that 
A’TFO = TFOA’ = TA’F, . But T E a’, hence A’T and TA’ E a’. 
Since F, separates a’ as E,, does, A’T = TA’, as asserted. By the 
Double Cornmutant Theorem T E a, and (iii) follows. Notice that 
since 9’ C a’, by the abovegFO = (& n 9’) F,, C a’F, , and (ii) 3 (iv). 
It remains to show that (iii) * (ii). But E,,AE,, = M(A) FOE0 = 
M,(A) E, , hence if (iii) holds, then M(A) F,, E a, so M(A) FO = M,(A), 
since E, separates a. The proof is complete. 
In order to obtain all the relevant features about asymptotically 
abelian C*-algebras, we have to assume that the conditions of Lemma 2 
hold under all relevant normal covariant representations of a. More 
generally we shall therefore consider a von Neumann algebra a, 
a group G and a representation g -+ ag of G as *-automorphisms of a. 
The (Ye are automatically ultra-weakly continuous and thus operate 
by transposition on the normal states of a. 
LEMMA 3. With a, G and 01 as above, in order that the equivalent 
conditions of Lemma 2 be realized for all normal covariant representations 
(‘rr, U) of {a, a} with [n(a) E,,gn] = I ‘t z is necessary and suficient that 
JG?4[~~(~)~ m = 0 (3) 
for all A, B E a and states rp of a dominated by a normal G-invariant 
state.3 
3 We adopt for normal covariant representations (n, U) the notation of Section 1 
where the symbols are affected by the index r. 
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Proof. Let (~7, U) b e a covariant representation of the type 
envisaged on the Hilbert space X (i.e. TT is normal and n(orQ(A)) = 
U&A) U;l, A E a, g E G). If x E E,,n~ and p is a state of ~(a) such 
that there is a h > 0 such that p(A) < Xw,(A) for all positive A in a, 
then wx 0 7~ is a normal G-invariant state, and v = p 0 rr 6 hw, 0 rr. 
By the remark in the proof of Lemma 2, (i) of that lemma is equivalent 
to J?‘(~([U~~(A)U;~, n(B)])} = 0 for all A, B E a and p as described. 
But &b([Ufn(A)Uil, r(B)])} = &{y([ag(A), B])} = 0, and the suf- 
ficiency of the Lemma follows. Conversely suppose that (i) of Lemma 2 
applies to all normal covariant representation (.rr, U) such that 
[n(a) EOnI = I. L et v be a state of a dominated by a normal 
G-invariant state o, and consider the normal covariant representation TV 
induced by o with the corresponding cyclic vector x. One has 
w = W, o rTT, , q~ = p 0 TT~ with p dominated by wx . Since x is cyclic 
and E,,x = x, (i) of Lemma 2 applies to give (3). 
THEOREM 2. Assume a satisfies the equivalent conditions in Lemma 3, 
and that there is a separating family of such covariant representations 
of a. Let %?,, denote the algebra of elements in the center of a invariant 
under the automorphisms CX~ . Then there is a unique normal G-invariant 
projection map M of a onto V, such that for all normal covariant 
representations (rr, U) of a for which [z(a) EOnI = I, 
?T0M=iW,077, (4) 
where M, is the map defined for rr(a) by Lemma 1. Furthermore, every 
normal G-invariant state of r(a) is a vector state due to a vector in 
EO”Zn . 
Proof. By ([22], C oro aire 11 1, p. 233) the normal states of an 
abelian von Neumann algebra are all vector states. Hence for any 
normal covariant representation (T, U) of a such that [x(a) E,“] = I 
one has 
{ wx 0 77 : x E EoT%* ,[I x 11 = l} = {q 0 AZ, 0 w : p normal state of 77(+?J}, (5) 
since the first set is the predual of the abelian von Neumann algebra 
E,,%(a) EOni, which is isomorphic through E,,%(A) E,,V -+ M,,(rr(A)) to 
TT(V,J by Lemma 2. Let rri and ?T~ be two representations of the type 
envisaged and assume they have the same kernel equal to (I - E) a 
with E a central projection in a. Since the representations are covariant, 
their kernel is invariant under the automorphisms, hence E E V,, . 
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Let 7ra = rrl @ 7rz . Then ~a has the same kernel as n1 and rr2 . 
Introduce the maps Mj , j = 1,2,3 of a onto %,,E such that 
MT orj =rioMj. (6) 
Then (5) becomes 
{ wx 0 i7j : x E E&WTj , /I x /I = 1} = {~JJ 0 Mi : q normal state of VoE}. 
Nowforj= 1,2, 
1 w, 0 rrj : x E E,“Wnj , II x II = 1) C bx 0 ~3 : x E EWv, 9 II x II = 11, 
so that, to each normal state v of V,E we have normal state F~, 
j= 1,2,ofth e same von Neumann algebra such that 
v 0 Mj = yi 0 M3, j = 1,2. 
As the Mi are projection maps onto V,E C a, restriction of the last 
equation to goE shows F = cpi, hence, by the arbitrariness of 4p, 
Ml = M, = M3. 
Let now rrl and rTT2 be representations of the type considered with 
the kernel (I- El) a of rrl contained in the kernel (I - E,) a of ~a , 
where Ei E %?,, as above. Then E, >, E, . If Mj are again the mappings 
defined by (6), we have by the preceding paragraph 
Mm, on2 =rrzoM1. 
The map M of relation (4) is then obtained in taking the direct sum of 
all the Mj’s constructed above due to normal covariant representations 
with kernels given by orthogonal projections. M is then onto all of V, 
since the covariant representations considered form a separating 
family. Finally, if v is a normal invariant state of ~(a) with 7r a covariant 
representation such that [n(a) Eon] = I then v is a vector state due to 
a vector in EonZr by (5). The proof is complete. 
In the applications of the preceding results to C*-algebras there 
will be a vector in E. cyclic under a. Therefore it should be remarked 
that if EoaEo is abelian and [aEO] = I, then such a vector exists if 
and only if E,,aE, is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra and 
countably decomposable, and that this holds if and only if 9‘ is 
abelian and countably decomposable (see [6], Theorem 1). In fact, 
since E,,aE, = E,$%‘Eo , (EoaE,,)’ = iS?‘E, in E,,P ([22], Proposition 1, 
p. 18). As E,, has central support I in W the last two conditions are 
equivalent. By ([22], corollaires p. 20 and p. 89) EoaE,, is maximal 
abelian and countably decomposable if and only if there is a vector 
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x E E,% with [E,aE,x] = E, . But since E,+E,, = aE, and [aE,J = I 
this holds if and only if [ax] = I. 
4. EXTREMAL INVARIANT STATES 
For the sake of completeness we produce on the basis of what 
precedes the known equivalent conditions for a state of a C*-algebra 
to be extremal invariant (or ergodic). 
THEOREM 3. Let & be a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space S?; 
let a denote the weak closure of &; let G be agroup andg -+ U, a unitary 
representation of G on Z such that ale = U,A Ul;l is an automorphism 
of ZZZ for all g E G, and let furthermore the notation be as introduced in 
Section 2. Assume x is a unit vector in E,,Z cyclic under ~2. Then 
a) the following are equivalent. 
(i) w, is an extremal G invariant state of d. 
(ii) 9” is the scalars. 
b) If E,,&‘EO is abelian the conditions in a) are further equivalent to 
(iii) E,, is the 1 -dimensional projection on the subspace generated by x. 
(iv) M(A) = w,(A) I for all A E &’ with M in Lemma 1. 
c) If {a, 4 f th ur ermore satisjies the conditions in Lemma 4 the above 
conditions are equivalent to 
(v) wX is the only normal G-invariant state of a. 
Proof. Part a) of the theorem is due to Segal [20], and follows 
from the fact that any state p on z? which is G-invariant and dominated 
by wx > is of the form wTX with T a positive operator in 9”. Indeed, by 
[2I, Proposition p. 351 we can conclude T E a’ and that T is the 
unique positive operator in a’ with this property. Since U,TU;;l has 
the same properties for all g E G, T = lJ,TlJ;l and T E lJh , hence 
TE@“. 
Since EO E 9 and is cyclic it is separating for W’, and 9” E E&FE,, . 
Thus (iii) 3 (ii). Conversely assume EodEo abelian. Then EoaEo 
is abelian, and by Corollary 2 equal to E,L&TE,, which is all bounded 
operators on E,& if (ii) holds. Thus E, is l-dimensional. 
Again since W’ E &?‘EO is abelian, 9?’ = 9 n W’ and M(d) is 
dense in 9%“. Thus (ii) o (iv), cf. Lemma 1. Finally under the assump- 
tions in c) (v) is seen to be equivalent to (iii) by the last statement in 
Theorem 2. 
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COROLLARY. If in the notation of Theorem I a is a factor and satisfies 
the conditions in Lemma 2, then w, is an extremal invariant state. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 (iii) 9 is a factor, hence from the proof of 
Theorem 2 g’ is the scalars, so W, is extremal. 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF INVARIANT STATES INTO ERGODIC STATES 
The by now well known uniqueness theorem is proved in this section 
following Thoma’s proof that the normalized traces of a C*-algebra 
form a simplex [(23], see also [5]); namely we prove that Sp, - the set 
of the invariant on the C*-algebra a - is a simplex if a is G-abelian; 
therefore, if in addition a is e.g. norm separable, each p E Y,, is the 
resultant of a unique Radon measure on y6 carried by the extremal 
invariant states [24], [4]. 
Let a be a C*-algebra with unit I, G a group, g E G 4 01~ a represen- 
tation of G as *-automorphisms of a, and Y0 the G-invariant states 
of a, namely those states p such that p = p 0 czg for g E G, with 
p E Y0 denote by (n, , U,) the associated Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal 
covariant representation of {a, a}, with Q,, the corresponding U,- 
invariant vector cyclic under n0 , in the Hilbert space ZO; by E,D the 
projection onto the U,-invariant vectors in sQ and F,o = [nJa)‘E,,o]. 
Finally let g0 be the set of positive G-invariant elements in the dual 
a* of a and 9,~ the subset of elements in go dominated by p E Sp, . 
Following Lanford and Ruelle [4l we say that a is G-abelian if 
E&rO(a) E,e is abelian for all p E YO . 
THEOREM 4. If a is G-abelian the set Sp, of G-invariant states on a 
is a (Choquet) simplex. 
Proof. Y0 is the intersection of the cone g, with the hyperplane 
g;(I) = 1; hence it is enough to prove that 9, is a lattice, i.e. that all 
yr, r,~~ E 9, have a unique 1.u.b. qr v y2 and g.1.b. vpl A v2 in JP,, [24]. 
As ‘pr and qua are dominated by the state (vr + r+~~)(I)-l (vr + v2), 
it is enough to show that PJ is a lattice for all p E YO . Now v E Y,,o 
means v < hp for some real h and the same relation holds for the 
normal extensions to To(a)“, which we denote by same symbols; hence 
~(1 - F,o) < hp(1 - F,p) = 0 and the map q~ E P,,” -+ g, / F,%-P(a)“F,p 
is an order-isomorphism into the cone of positive invariant normal 
forms of F,%-,(a)“F,P; however that cone is a lattice, being order 
isomorphic (Corollary 2, Theorem 1) to the cone of positive normal 
forms of the abelian Von Neumann algebra E,+,(a)“E,~, and the proof 
is complete. 
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6. CLASSIFICATION OF SOME NOTIONS OF“ASYMPTOTIC ABELIANNESS" 
LEMMA 4. Let a be a C*-algebra acting on the Hilbert space 3, 
g -+ U, a unitary representation on ~9 of thegroup G such that al,(A) = 
U,AU;’ E a and [aE,] = I with E,, = {# E .X I# = U,$, g E G}. 
Assume (see [5]) 
{Conv olo(A)}- A a’ # m, for all AE~; (7) 
then {a”, U> satisfies the conditions in Lemma 2. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 1 to the von Neumann algebras a’ 
and 92 = a” r\ a’ both invariant under the maps A + U,AU;l, and 
separated by E, , yields a projection map @’ of a’ onto a’ n Uk = 9” 
which maps %? onto V n UA , If A E a and A, is in the set (7) M’(A) = 
@‘(A,) is in ‘Z n Uk and we have 
M’(A) E, = E&E,, = EoAEo 
whence the abelianness of EoaE,, follows, so that by the last equation 
M’ must coincide with the mapping M introduced in Lemma 1; as 
M(a)- = 9 n 99’ and M’(a) C a we have 9’ n 22 C a. 
Consider now an abstract C*-algebra a and a homomorphism CII 
of the group G into the automorphism group of a; we list some notions 
of “asymptotic abelianness” for the system {a, a}: 
0. ~~P(~AA), 4)) = 0 f or all p E 9, , the set of invariant states 
on a; A, B E a (G-abelianness [JJ). 
1. J%$&% BI)) = 0 f or all states y dominated by some 
p E Po; A, B E a (Lemma 3). 
2. {Conv T~(Q(A))}- n To(a)’ f 0 for all p E Sp,, A E a ((ho is a 
large group of automorphisms in the sense of [.5]). 
3. di’{l p(A,[c+(A), B] A,)I} = 0 for all p E YO; A, A, , A, , B E a 
(+k’-abelianness [7j), 
4. Weak asymptotic abelianness, i.e. G is a locally compact non 
compact group, o( is strongly continuous and 
q~([a~(A), B]) -+ 0 for all states v of 2l; A, B E a. 
g-m 
5. Asymptotic abelianness, i.e. G and 01 are in 4. and 
Il[ol,(A), B]ll --f 0 for all A, B E a. 
g-00 
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Another notion of asymptotic abelianness is given in [5]. In that case G 
is an arbitrary non finite group and, for each A E a, one assumes there 
is a sequence {g,(A)} in G such that, for all B E a, 
This definition is useful because it makes it possible to discuss 
“strongly clustering” states for arbitrary groups. 
We notice first that each of the preceeding notion is implied by 
the subsequent one: 0. X= 1. trivially, 1. + 2. by Lemma 4; 2. -Z 3. as 
the latter yields in particular 
where by definition this operator is in (Conv T~(o~&A))}-; further 
3. c 4. because J& vanishes on each continuous function on G 
vanishing at CO; and 4. += 5. is trivial. 
We now give examples showing that the different notions above 
are distinct. We recall first that 4. f 5. since the algebra of CAR on 
Sz(R”) acted upon by the translation group Rn is weakly but not 
(norm) asymptotically abelian [6-J. 
0. f 1. Let a = J$ (complex 2 x 2 matrices) and G be the 
group of diagonal unitary elements in a, (Y&A) = gAg-l, g E G, A E a. 
All the G-invariant states of a are given by 
further Ep = [T,:(D) SZJ with D the set of diagonal matrices in 
a; whence G-abehanness follows. However (a, v.} does not satisfy 1. 
as there are two different normal extremal invariant states.: y0 and 
y, (cf. Theorem 2). 
1. # 2. Let a be the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert 
space 2, and n -+ U, a unitary representation of the additive group Z 
of the integers with a unique invariant vector D up to a scalar and 
continuous spectrum in the orthogonal complement of Q. Then 
a,(A) = U,A U;l E a if A E a and n E 2, and {a, a} satisfies 1. because, 
as easily checked, w : A --t (Q, AQ) is the only G-invariant state of 
a. 4 
4 One checks immediately that the only trace-class operators T such that U,,TU;’ 
= T for all n E 2 are the scalar multiples of EQ-the one dimensional projection onto 
the subspace generated by Q. 
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On the other hand, if 01~ were a large group of automorphisms of a, 
(7) would imply A E a’ for each a,-invariant element A of a; but this 
is not the case for I& . 
2. # 3. With a = AZ and G the group of all unitaries in a, 
ag(A) = gAg-l for A E a, g E G, 01~ is a large group, but (a, a) is not 
A-abelian, since if it were then we would have 
for all A, B E a and vectors y in C2 (on which a acts), with p the 
Haar measure on the compact group G; the positivity of the integrand 
would then imply that it is identically zero, which is absurd. 
3. # 4. Let a = Qcz i a with aj = A2; if P _C Z we identify in the 
standard way QiEP aj with a subalgebra aP of a. 
Let G be the group of those permutations of Z who differ from the 
identity only on a finite set, and (Y the representation of G as *-auto- 
morphisms of a such that a&Al @ A, @ --a) = Agcl) @ Agt2) @ a-* 
[13]. One verifies that there is no locally compact topology on G 
making 01 continuous and {a, a} weakly asymptotically abelian. More 
precisely, there is no weakly asymptotically abelian system (a, /3} 
with base a and group I’such that G is a subgroup of F and p j G = 01. 
Suppose indeed the contrary, and let g, be the permutation 
(2, 3,..., n + 1) ---t (n + 2, n + 3 ,..., 2n + I); if A, B E a{,) = 
A2 QI QI --a, with AB # BA, the commutator [aoR( B] = [A, B] 
does not tend weakly to zero as n ---t co; since we are assuming weak 
asymptotic abelianness of {a, /3}, this means that the sequence g, 
does not tend to infinity in r, and there is a compact set K C r and a 
subsequence nP such that g,. E K; if g is a limit point of (g%,} in r, 
& is a limit point of {OIL.,} and as such maps a onto a{,}, which is absurd. 
We prove that (a, af is A-abelian. To this end assume A, B E a,, 
with I a subset of 2 containing a finite number n of elements; let gi , 
j = 1, 2,..., N be elements in G such that 
gJ n giI = % unless i = j 
Since A’, B’ E aF and gF n F = 0 imply [cxJA’), B’] = 0, we have 
that for each g E G, [agg3(A), B] # 0 at most for n values of j. Whence, 
for any state F of a 
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Since N was arbitrary and the above argument holds also for ggj 
replaced by gig , we have 
for all states CJI of a and, by density of the aI’s, in a, for all A, B E a; 
which shows A-abelianness of {a, 2). 
Summarizing this section, we have proved 
THEOREM 5. The list of notions of “asymptotic abelianness” 0. to 5. 
given above is ordered by strictly decreasing generality. 
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